Green Economics Institute
INVITATION TO WRITE

Progressive Economics Reclaiming economics
for all people everywhere, other species
,nature, the planet, and its systems

Green Europe:Voices from the European Green Family
and the future of Europe

Invitation to write
Following our award winning European Commission Project, we are inviting contributions
to the book which we are currently writing about Green Europe:Voices from the European
Green Family for which we are inviting will include 300 pages in total :We are looking for chapters or papers on the following themes
1. Recent individual country specific experience and country specific experience of
Europe: all EU countries and all European Countries and accession countries
2. Individual Country specific experience of the crisis or benefits of the Euro or EU: all
EU countries and all European Countries and accession countries
3. Pan European or cross border experience
4. Analysis of EU up to the present. Role of different Eu Institutions
5. Forecasting and predictions of the future of the EU, Euro-zone or specifics of the
crisis, resources, inter generational equity.Recommendations.

6. Integration or disintegration, taxation harmonisation, human rights, border
policies, tax havens, transaction taxes, Euro bonds, Bilateral relations between
countries. Stability.
7. Statistical, data, theoretical, practical and policy chapters and ideas. Minsky,
Mundell, Keynes, Real Business Cycles, Austerity and Stimulus or Transformation.
Risk, boom and bust, bubble economies.
8. Land, real estate, investment, construction.
9. Prices, inflation, stability. Commodity price instability.
10. Austerity, transformation, stimulus.
11. Banking, regulation, finance, corporate, sovereign wealth and debt, state capitalism.
Bonus culture and inequality.
12. Media and political corporate corruption and transparency
13. Protest, inclusion, democracy, technocracy.
14. Migration, minorities, inclusion, movement of goods, peoples, industry, off shoring,
near shoring, reshoring, production, supply chains. Social and environmental
dumping, high mass consumption, over consumption, over shoot of resources..
Training and education, citizens income. Workers rights, trade unions and labour
laws.
15. China, Africa, BRICS, CIVETS. etc trade, aid.
16. MDG, UN, women and equality, maternal health, education and literacy.
17. IT and Technology changes and future innovations
18. Energy-corporate lobbying, power, and move to small scale, micro, local and
renewables, SMART GRID
19. Green Investment, best practice and green business sector progress.
20.Transport
21. Cities and urbanisation and water, land, construction, green built environment.
Food and agriculture
22. Changing corporate and institutional mindset. Officials and hearts and minds being
won over. NGOs attitudes and their concerns. Policy makers attitudes and
narratives.
23. Thematic contributions: Green Issues, economic issues, social issues, environmental
issues. Social and environmental justice issues. Climate change, institutional
aspects, social, caring, workers, and other rights. Access and diversity, disability,
tolerance, inclusion. Young people, older people, employment, work, jobs.
Indicators, values. ( for a more detailed list of these please email us.)
We would be pleased to receive papers ready to put into our chapters on any of the above
themes or ideas for them. We are giving preference to our members and our students and
our supporters.
If you are going to write please let us know now by emailing
greeneconomicsinstitute@yahoo.com. We hope to have the first draft within a month ie
end of March 2012.
We welcome diverse contributions and we especially welcome and help with contributions
from new writers or other ideas. The writing can be anything from 2 sides A4 or more.
Ideally between 2 sides and 10 sides each. We will mix academic, institutional, research,
polemic, simple and more complex writing, political, policy makers, government academic,
campaigning, institutional and business styles of writing as this is much more exciting to
read.
Please ensure you cite any items you have not written yourself and photos must all be
attributed to who took them. References must be Harvard style- and we do not accept

footnotes. Please ask for further information or guidance if you need it. Please ensure you
do not infringe anyone else's copyright.
We look forward to hearing from you very soon and to your writing for this exciting
project.
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